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anyway, the book, here is how it is written, has the title indian
aristocrat about a rich man named jamnadas, and his wife and
children and salim who is his only son. the chapter starts out with
salim having been raised by the family and as he grows up, he
realizes that his brother is actually a really good singer. the family
wants to put salim up for the show and he is able to sing the songs
that his brother learned, and he is really good. the parents are
proud of him, but the sister doesnt think much of him, and they
arent sure if they are going to put him up or not. his brother wants
to not just put him up for the show, but he wants salim to win so
they can go to bollywood and become rich. so, salim gets on the
show, and he sings the song that he learned from his brother. the
sister is mad that he is on the show because she doesnt think he is
as good as his brother, and she says that he is just lucky and he has
lucked into the show. salim is able to answer all of the questions
correctly and he becomes famous. finally, salim, at the end of the
book, has won the million dollars. he goes to the usa and gets into
college, but then decides to return to india to help his brother. at
the end of the book, he has his brother, who is now manager of his
own studio, and his sister, who is now his manager. a lot of this
book is about salim getting to know his family, as well as the family
of the millionaire. overall i really enjoyed the book, and it had a lot
of information for me to learn about india. for someone who doesnt
really know much about india, it was a good read, and it was really
interesting to learn more about the culture. the author, as well as
the movie, was very good at making me feel the excitement and
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amazement of india.
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thinking of the kids. my son enjoyed the book and even asked about
the books leading up to it and what happens in slumdog millionaire.
i know how it would be hard to find content on a variety of topics for

a child in class, and i can see kids losing interest really fast, so
while this book might not do that for some young readers, i can

understand why this book might be a good fit for kids as old as my
son. boy, i couldnt put this book down. the mysteries the characters
felt like they were wondering the street and observing everything
around them like a professional. the book itself was a little slow at

the beginning, but once the characters started interacting with each
other it picked up a little. i also enjoyed the fact that there was

good mystery in this book. the only downside to the book was that
there were a lot of details about how the characters lived. i know
that there is a movie version of the book coming out soon, and i
can't wait to see it! here jamal is an orphan, because he doesnt
have any parents, and they had to get fake fathers for him and
jamal to get some money. in the beginning of the book, jamal's

plans of becoming a singer are told, but they arent explained. he
goes to a dancing school for a few months and has pretty good luck

with it, and then he gets fed up and quits. during this time, he
meets salim and they join the gang together. he is always getting

beat up and abused by maman and his other "kids" and falls in love
with salim. in the book they dont go to the uk before because salim
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is disabled and jamal wasnt able to get any of the money. they plan
to stay in india and go to the uk when salim gets better. maman

realizes that jamal is gay, and that he has fallen in love with salim.
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